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Abstract
Crowd counting aims to estimate the number of persons in a scene. Most state-of-theart crowd counting methods based on color images can’t work well in poor illumination
conditions due to invisible objects. With the widespread use of infrared cameras, crowd
counting based on color and thermal images is studied. Existing methods only achieve
multi-modal fusion without count objective constraint. To better excavate multi-modal
information, we use count-guided multi-modal fusion and modal-guided count enhancement to achieve the impressive performance. The proposed count-guided multi-modal
fusion module utilizes a multi-scale token transformer to interact two-modal information
under the guidance of count information and perceive different scales from the token perspective. The proposed modal-guided count enhancement module employs multi-scale
deformable transformer decoder structure to enhance one modality feature and count information by the other modality. Experiment in public RGBT-CC dataset shows that our
method refreshes the state-of-the-art results. https://github.com/liuzywen/RGBTCC
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Introduction

Crowd counting can predict the distribution of crowd and estimate the number of persons in unconstraint scenes. It is widely studied by the academia and industrial communities
since the number of persons is an important indicator of incident monitoring[31], traffic
control[19], and infectious disease prevention[32]. The existing crowd counting methods
have achieved tremendous improvement due to the introduce of convolutional neural networks [7, 8] and transformer[28, 40].
However, when light is insufficient, the performance of crowd counting is unsatisfying,
as shown in the first line of Fig.1. The thermal image can percept the temperature of objects
to recognize the persons. Therefore, RGB-Thermal (RGB-T) crowd counting by introducing
the thermal modality has attracted a lot of attentions.
c 2022. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: Three examples to show the performances of different methods in poor light condition, thermal disturbance, and large-scale variation, respectively. “Estimate" means predicted
counts. “Difference" means the counting difference from the ground truth. (a) RGB image
(b) the paired thermal image (c) MAN[18] result based on RGB image (d) MAN[18] result
based on RGB-T image (e) CMCRL[20] result (f) our result (g) ground truth.
In RGB-T crowd counting task, a most important challenge is the multi-modal fusion
problem. The color modality is good at perceiving the shape and texture of persons, but it is
also interfered by the cluttered background. The thermal modality is skilled in recognizing
persons which have temperature from scattered environments, but it also highlights the other
heating objects, as shown in the second line of Fig.1 where the cars in the right are highlighted. Existing RGB-T crowd counting methods fuse complementary multi-modal features by
Information Aggregation and Distribution Module (IADM) [20], Information Improvement
Module (IIM) [29], and Mutual Attention Transformer (MAT) [41]. However, these multimodal interactions are lack of a constraint. If we add a counting constraint on multi-modal
fusion process, two-modal fusion has a clear goal. Therefore, we use a transformer structure to fuse two-modal information and design a learnable count token to participant the
two-modal fusion. It makes the color and thermal modality interact under the guidance of a
common count token.
In RGB-T crowd counting task, the other challenge is large-scale variation which is also
the common issue in crowd counting, as shown in the third line of Fig.1 where persons
that are far from the camera appear much smaller than those close to it. Existing methods
use multi-column structure [1, 21, 46, 48], dilated convolution [2, 6, 15], high-resolution
representation [24], and attention mechanism [18] to enlarge the receptive fields. Under
the transformer framework, we propose a multi-scale token transformer to perceive persons
with different scales. The tokens are merged to form token sequences with different lengths
and then fed into some parallel transformers. After the enhancement of transformers, the
receptive fields of features will be diversified.
To further improve the accuracy of crowd counting, we use a modality to guide the
learning of the other modality and count token. A multi-scale deformable transformer is
adopted to decode a modality and count token by the other modality. As a result, the count
ability of the feature is enhanced.
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In summary, the main contributions are summarized as follows:
• An RGB-T multi-modal crowd counting model is proposed based on the transformer.
Multi-head self-attention is used to achieve the count-guided multi-modal fusion. Multihead cross-attention is adopted to achieve the modal-guided count enhancement.
• A count-guided multi-modal fusion transformer is proposed to solve the fusion problem. Under the guidance of count global information, color and thermal modalities
are well combined and aligned.
• A multi-scale token transformer is proposed to solve the large-scale variation problem.
Three-scale token sequences are parallel handled to achieve multi-scale concept.
• The ablation experiments verify the effectiveness of modules, multi-scale design, and
count guidance. The comparison experiments show the significant improvement over
existing RGB-T crowd counting methods.

2
2.1

Related work
Crowd counting

Crowd counting can be achieved by detection [12, 13, 16, 27] or density map estimation
[3, 14, 36, 38]. Since the latter can solve high overlap and occlusion problem, it shows better
performance than the former.
The large-scale variation generated by the wide viewing angle of cameras and 2D perspective projection is a major challenge in crowd counting. The persons which are close to
the camera are large, while the persons which are far from the camera are small. Multi-scale
architecture[1, 2, 6, 15, 47, 48] and perspective information[9, 25, 42, 44, 45] are two main
solutions. Recently, to deal with the scale changes, some attention based methods are proposed. MAN[18] improves global attention in the transformer by adding region attention.
HANet[35] introduces scale context in the parallel spatial attention and channel attention.
In the paper, we solve the large-scale variation problem by multi-scale transformer based
on tokens. The original token sequence is merged into a middle-scale token sequence and a
large-scale token sequence, respectively. Then the three are parallel handled by three multihead self-attention structures. Finally, three branches are concatenated and combined. The
multi-scale concept ensures abundant receptive fields which benefits the crowd counting task.

2.2

Transformer based crowd counting

Previous works utilize the convolution neural network as the backbone and regress density
map to predict the crowd count. The advent of transformer has pushed the crowd counting model forward. BCCTrans [28] introduces a global context learnable token to guide the
counting. SAANet [40] designs a deformer backbone to extract the features, aggregates
multi-level features by a deformable transformer encoder, and introduces a count query
in a transformer decoder to re-calibrates the multi-level feature maps. DCSwinTrans[10]
enhances the large-range contextual information by a dilated Swin Transformer backbone,
and equips with a feature pyramid networks decoder to achieve crowd instant localization.
CrowdFormer [43] models the human top-down visual perception mechanism by an overlap
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patching transformer block. CCTrans [30] adopts a pyramid transformer and a multi-scale regression head to achieve both fully-supervised and weakly-supervised crowd counting task.
In addition, in weakly-supervised crowd counting, there are some other transformer based
methods. TransCrowd [17] uses a learnable counting token or global average pooling on
high-layer semantic tokens to represent the crowd numbers. It constructs a weakly supervised model from sequence-to-count perspective. SFSL [5] introduces a learnable unbiased
feature estimation of persons and utilizes the feature similarity for the regression of crowd
numbers to solve the lack of local supervision. CrowdMLP [37] proposes a multi-granularity
multilayer perceptron (MLP) regressor to enlarge receptive fields and a split-counting to decouple spatial constraints. JCTNet [34] introduces transformer structure upon the high-layer
feature of convolutional neural network and regresses the count.
In the paper, we use transformer encoder structure to achieve count-guided multi-modal
fusion, and use transformer decoder structure to perform modal-guided count enhancement.

2.3

RGB-T crowd counting

Although the crowd counting methods have achieved many significant improvements, they
rely on optical information and often perform poorly when the light is insufficient. To solve
this problem, RGB-T crowd counting has been getting a lot of attentions. On one hand,
thermal image can recognize pedestrians in poor illumination conditions. On the other hand,
thermal image can reduce wrong recognition about some human-shaped objects. Meanwhile, RGB image can suppress interference in thermal images. For example, heating walls
and lamps that are highlighted in thermal images can be filtered from color perspective.
Therefore, RGB and thermal images need to be simultaneously explored.
CMCRL [20] introduces a two-stream framework that first aggregates two features and
second propagates the common information to further refine each feature. TAFNet [29] uses
a three-stream network to learn the RGB feature, the thermal feature, and the concatenated
RGB-T feature for crowd counting. The proposed Information Improvement Module (IIM)
is used to fuse the modal-specific and combination features. Mutual Attention Transformer
(MAT) [41] uses cross-modal mutual attention to build long-range dependencies and enhance
semantic features in crowd counting task. DEFNet [49] uses multi-modal fusion, receptive
field enhancement, and multi-layer fusion to highlight the crowd position and suppress the
background noise.
In these works, the fusion of the RGB and thermal images are short of count objective
constraint. We design a learnable count token to guide multi-modal fusion.

3

Proposed Method

We propose an RGB-T multi-modal crowd counting method which includes a count-guide
multi-modal fusion, a modal-guide count enhancement, and a regression head, as shown in
Fig.2. To solve multi-modal fusion problem, we introduce a count guidance. Moreover,
to perceive the large-scale variation, we propose a multi-scale token concept. Combining
both, multi-modal features are well fused towards a global objective. Furthermore, counting
information is further enhanced from one modality under the guidance of the other modality.
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Figure 2: Our proposed RGB-T multi-modal crowd counting model based on transformer.

3.1

Count guided multi-modal fusion

Given a paired RGB-T image I = {Ir , It }, we use two PVT encoders [39] as the feature
extractors to capture hierarchical features.
Fr = EPV T (Ir )
Ft = EPV T (It )

(1)

where EPV T denotes a PVT encoder, Fr = {Fri }4i=1 and Ft = {Fti }4i=1 represent color features
and thermal features, respectively, i is the feature layer number.
The high-layer features contain more semantic information, which are suitable to obtain
the global counting cues. Besides, color feature and thermal feature have each advantage
in representing the crowd. Therefore, we use the high-level tokens from color modality
and thermal modality to excavate the number of crowd. To fully align two-modal data and
generate a consistent result, a learnable count token is designed to guide the two-modal
fusion. Specifically, as is illustrated in Fig.2, high-layer semantic features Fr4 and Ft4 are
generated from color encoder and thermal encoder, respectively. They represent unaligned
multi-modal semantic concept. We design a learnable count token Fcount which implies the
coarse number of crowd. The three are concatenated along the token direction, and then fed
into a Multi-Scale Token Transformer (MSTTrans) which spreads information among color,
thermal, and crowd count by the multi-head self-attention.
MSTTrans is proposed to solve large-scale variations. Inspired by multi-scale design
in atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) [4], MSTTrans achieves multi-scale transformer
based on tokens. At first, we concatenate high-layer color feature, high-layer thermal feature,
and the learnable count token to form an initial token sequence. Then, we merge the initial
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token sequence to generate a middle-scale token sequence. The middle-scale token sequence
has the larger receptive fields than original token sequence. Besides, we merge the initial
token sequence to generate a large-scale token sequence, where a modality is represented
by a token. According to above merge strategy, three parallel branches which all include
color modality, thermal modality, and count token are constructed. They are fed into three
multi-head self-attention modules for in-depth fusion.
Specifically, as is illustrated in the right of Fig. 2, suppose the high-layer semantic feature
2
2
4
Fr ∈ RN ×C and Ft4 ∈ RN ×C , where N 2 and C represent the number of tokens and channels,
respectively. The two-modal features and the learnable count token are concatenated to
2
generate the initial token sequence f1 ∈ R(2N +1)×C .
f1 = [Fr4 , Ft4 , Fcount ]

(2)

where [·] denotes concatenation operation along token direction.
Then, the two-modal features are merged to N groups and each group generates N
middle-scale tokens. All the middle-scale tokens and the learnable count token are concatenated to generate the middle-scale token sequence f2 ∈ R(2N+1)×C .
f2 = [mergeN 2 →N (Fr4 ), mergeN 2 →N (Ft4 ), Fcount ]

(3)

where mergea→b denotes the aggregation operation from a tokens to b tokens which applies
a reshape operation and a fully connected layer.
Meanwhile, the two-modal features are merged to two groups and each group generates
a large-scale token. The large-scale tokens and the learnable count token are concatenated to
generate the large-scale token sequence f3 ∈ R(2+1)×C . There are a color token, a thermal token, and a learnable count token. It ensures two-modal whole alignment under the guidance
of count.
(4)
f3 = [mergeN 2 →1 (Fr4 ), mergeN 2 →1 (Ft4 ), Fcount ]
Three token sequences with different scales are fed into three multi-head self-attention
modules for multi-modal interaction.
fi0 = MHSA( fi )

(5)

where MHSA represents two multi-head self-attention layers.
Since the lengths of middle-scale and large-scale token sequences are different from
initial token sequences, we apply fully connection layer and reshape operation to restore
token sequence length.
gi = Reshape(FC( fi0 ))
(6)
where i = 2, 3 because only middle-scale and large-scale token sequences should be restored,
FC is a fully-connected layer, and Reshape is a reshape operation to restore token length.
Further, to retain the original features in the middle-scale and large-scale branches, the
concatenation and MLP operations are successively conducted.
g0i = MLP(Concat(gi , f1 ))

(7)

where i = 2, 3, Concat is concatenation operation along channel direction, and MLP is a
two-layer perceptron.
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Last, three features are concatenated and shrunk in channels.
G = [Gr , Gt , Gcount ] = MLP(Concat( f10 , g02 , g03 ))

(8)

where G has the same size as the input f1 of MSTTrans module, and consists of optimized
color feature Gr , thermal feature Gt , and count feature Gcount .
In MSTTrans module, the count token is responsible for incorporating the global information and perceiving the number of persons. Besides, it is used to guide the fusion of color
feature and thermal feature. Under the guidance of count token, color feature and thermal
feature are in-depth interacted. Moreover, multi-scale token concept ensures the abundant
receptive fields adaptive to recognizing the persons with different sizes.

3.2

Modal-guided counting enhancement

The researches pointed out that the thermal image can provide strong support on density map
estimation, especially in the dark background[29]. In the paper, we use the thermal modality
to predict the density map and count, and further use color modality to refine the prediction.
Therefore, after the previous count-guided multi-modal fusion, we design a modal-guided
counting enhancement module which is responsible for generating the density map and final
count from one modality under the guidance of the other modality. A multi-scale deformable
transformer (MSDTrans) is employed to achieve the above objective.
Specifically, the thermal feature Gt and the learnable count token Gcount are concatenated
as query (Q), and the enhanced color feature Gr and the encoded low-layer features Fri (i =
1, 2, 3) compose multi-scale color features which are regarded as key (K) and value (V ). We
use multi-scale deformable attention [50] to enhance Q by K and V . Last, it will output
modal-guided enhanced feature Ot and count token Ocount .
[Ot , Ocount ] = DeformAttn([Gt , Gcount ] , {Gr , Fr3 , Fr2 , Fr1 })

(9)

where DeformAttn(a, b) is the multi-scale deformable attention [50], a represents content
feature, b is multi-scale features.

3.3

Regression head and loss function

To obtain the density map, we use a simple regression head which consists of two 3×3
convolution layers and one 1×1 convolution layer.
D = RH(Ot )

(10)

where RH is the regression head.
The loss includes a loss about the density map and a loss about the learnable count token.
L = LD (D, D? ) + LC (Ocount ,C? )

(11)

where LD adopts distribution matching loss proposed in[33], which supervises the density
map regression and count estimation, LC adopts L1 norm (k·k1 ) to supervise the count token.
D? and C? represent the ground truth of density map and count, respectively.
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Experiments
Datasets and evaluation metrics

Dataset. The public RGBT-CC[20] dataset is adopted to evaluate our method. RGBT-CC
consists of 1,030 training samples, 200 validation samples, and 800 testing ones.
Evaluation Metrics. The widely used Grid Average Mean Absolute Error (GAME)[11]
and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) are used as evaluation metrics[20, 29].
l

GAME(l) =

1 N 4
∑ ∑ | P̂ij − Pij |
N i=1
j=1

(12)

where P̂i j represents the predicted value of the jth region of the ith image, Pi j indicates the
ground truth corresponding to P̂i j , 4l means the number of the divided non-overlapping regions of the image, and N is the number of paired images in testing dataset. GAME sums the
counting errors in all the regions.
s
1 N
(13)
RMSE =
∑ (P̂i − Pi )2
N i=1
where P̂i represents the predicted value of the ith image, Pi indicates the ground truth corresponding to P̂i . For both RMSE and GAME, lower value means the better performance.

4.2

Implementation details

The implementation setting includes: (1) GPU (NVIDIA RTX 3090); (2) input image size
(224 × 224); (3) train time (17 hours); (4) learning rate (1e − 5); (5) weight decay (1e − 4).

4.3

Comparison with state-of-the-art methods

To make quantitative comparisons, our method is compared with recent prominent approaches, including CSRNet[15], BL[22], DM-Count[33], P2PNet[26], MARUNet[23], MAN[18],
CMCRL[20], TAFNet [29], MAT[41], and DEFNet[49] which are shown in Table 1. The
top of the table shows six single-modal crowd counting models which are retrained by the
input fusion of RGB and thermal images. The bottom of the table shows four RGB-T crowd
counting models and ours. From the observation, we can conclude our method performs the
best among all the methods. It achieves about 8.4%, 7.8%, 5.7%, 4.1%, 10.9% improvement
over the second best result in GAME(0), GAME(1), GAME(2), GAME(3) and RMSE, respectively. The great improvement profits from the multi-modal fusion under the guidance of
count token and count enhancement of a modality under the guidance of the other modality.

4.4

Ablation studies

4.4.1

Effectiveness analysis of the proposed modules

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed modules, we conduct the ablation studies. Table
2 show the result. At first, we construct a baseline model. It concatenates high-layer features
of two PVT encoders and applies regression head to predict the density map and sum up.
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Table 1: Comparison results of different methods on RGBT-CC benchmark dataset. The top
part: some RGB crowd counting models are retrained by input fusion of color modality
and thermal modality. The bottom part: some RGB-T crowd counting models. The best
result is in bold.
Methods

Source

GAME(0)↓

GAME(1)↓

GAME(2)↓

GAME(3)↓

RMSE↓

CSRNet[15]
BL[22]
DM-Count[33]
P2PNet[26]
MARUNet[23]
MAN[18]

CVPR2018
ICCV2019
NeurIPS2020
ICCV2021
WACV2021
CVPR2022

20.40
18.70
16.54
16.24
17.39
17.16

23.58
22.55
20.73
19.42
20.54
21.78

28.03
26.83
25.23
23.48
23.69
28.74

35.51
34.62
32.23
30.27
27.36
41.59

35.26
32.67
27.22
29.94
30.84
33.84

CMCRL[20]
TAFNet[29]
MAT[41]
DEFNet[49]
Ours

CVPR2021
ISCAS2022
ICME2022
TITS2022
BMVC2022

15.61
12.38
12.35
11.90
10.90

19.95
16.98
16.29
16.08
14.81

24.69
21.86
20.81
20.19
19.02

32.89
30.19
29.09
27.27
26.14

28.18
22.45
22.53
21.09
18.79

The baseline result is shown in the first line. Then, we add count-guided multi-modal fusion
module and modal-guided count enhancement module based on the baseline, respectively.
The result is shown in the second and the third lines, respectively. Finally, we add all the
modules. The result is shown in the fourth line. By the observation, MSTTrans improves
the performance from GAME0 (11.62) to GAME0 (10.91). It benefits from the better fusion
which has a global common objective and multi-scale concept. MSDTrans improves the
performance from GAME0 (11.62) to GAME0 (11.17). It indicates the supplementary effect
of a modality on the other modality. Last, the whole model achieves a best GAME0 (10.90),
which shows the effectiveness of both modules. However, we also find that RMSE value in
the second line achieves the best result. It suggests our future work to improve the model.
Table 2: Ablation study about modules. The best result is in bold.
Variant
No.1
No.2
No.3
No.4

4.4.2

Baseline
X
X
X
X

Candidate
MSTTrans MSDTrans
X
X

X
X

GAME(0)

GAME(1)

GAME(2)

GAME(3)

RMSE

11.62
10.91
11.22
10.90

16.25
15.26
15.20
14.81

20.38
19.88
19.42
19.02

27.17
26.99
26.30
26.14

19.88
18.32
19.75
18.79

Effectiveness analysis of the count-guided multi-modal fusion design

To verify our contributions, we conduct the ablation studies about the count-guided multimodal fusion design. There are two essential design conceptions in the module. One is the
guidance of the learnable count token. The other is multi-scale strategy. Table 3 show the
result. At first, we show our result in the first line. Then, we remove the learnable count
token from the whole model. Finally, we replace the multi-scale token transformer with
vanilla multi-head self-attention. By the observation, we find that the performance declines
obviously when removing the count token. It just verifies the effectiveness of the count
token. Furthermore, multi-scale concept is also effective because the performance is worse
when replacing our proposed multi-scale token transformer with multi-head self-attention.
Compared with both, multi-scale concept plays a more important role than the learnable
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count token. It also verifies our most important contribution which introduces a token level
multi-scale transformer.
Table 3: Ablation study about count guidance and multi-scale concept in count-guided multimodal fusion module. The best result is in bold. “Ours/count" represents our model removing the learnable count token. “Ours/multi-scale" represents our model with vanilla multihead self-attention instead of the multi-scale token transformer.
Variant
No.1
No.2
No.3

5

Ours
X

Candidate
Ours/count Ours/multi-scale
X
X

GAME(0)

GAME(1)

GAME(2)

GAME(3)

RMSE

10.90
11.82
11.82

14.81
15.91
16.39

19.02
20.10
20.89

26.14
27.13
28.37

18.79
20.54
21.73

Conclusions

In the paper, we propose an RGB-T multi-modal crowd counting method based on Transformer. Two-modal features are fused under the guidance of a learnable count token. Then
crowd density map is predicted by a modality and guided by the other modality. To solve
the large-scale variation problem, a multi-scale token transformer is proposed to diversify
the receptive fields. The experimental results demonstrate a significant improvement over
existing RGB-T crowd counting methods and verify the effectiveness of all the designs.
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